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GAYS PICKET HOMO-ELITE!
Poor Gays cry out!

Poor Gaypeople's needs were brought to the attention of all of the San Francisco bay area, as a handful of concerned Gays picketed an auction by the Homo-Elitists of San Francisco, to raise money for a police officer who was friendly to a few bar owners in the North Beach area of town. The man is dying of leukemia, but, as one SPPD Officer who observed, as he watched the picket, "My heart goes out to a friend of mine and his family, but, it is a crying shame that Gaypeople will not take care of their own. I've been on this beat for six years, and the one good thing I've ever seen about Gaypeople doing good works, was that place over on Turk Street which shut down. Tis truly sad that gaypeople can't or won't take care of their own."

The police officer's words were echoed by hundreds of gays who boycotted the function in protest. Since 1967, eleven gaypeoples social service groups have been forced to close, mostly due to the apathy of the Homo-Elitists.

KGO-TV 7 carried the picket, sympathetic to the pickets, on the news!
CONSPIRACY TO OUST CHIEF GAIN

REBELLION BY ANTI-REFORM POLICE OFFICERS — MOSTLY SUPERVISORIAL OFFICERS!
The refusal of beat cops (bluecoats) of make arrests of drunks, panhandlers, peace-disturbers, and prostitutes-of-the-victim-crime-type, are helping add to the woes of Chief of Police Charles Gain.
The Chief has been in office sixty days yet, and the attacks upon him by members of the POLICE (Police Officers Association) and the members of the Supervisory Investigative and Inspectors groups, has group to such purports, that the embattled OPI (Officers for Justice) held a press conference, and president William Mitchell expressed his group's full support for the Chief and his policies.

Citizen groups, such as the Harry & Truman Democratic Club have also expressed support for Chief Gain and his policies. Most of the Officers appear to be angry their "choice" for Chief, Captain Mort McNamara was named Chief of Police and that Mayor Moscone had chosen a person outside of the Department to head it.
Several of the Officers who are not arresting trouble makers on the street, in an effort to make citizens angry enough to pressure the Mayor for a change, their childish action has brought only support, new, and stronger for Chief Gain. The "bluecoats" forget many times they were wanted for taxpayers, and maybe they may have to live with them within the City limits soon, according to Supervisor Dianne Feinstein.

TRUMAN CLUB ENDORSEMENTS

D.A. FRIETAS SPOKE AND THEN, SPARKS FLEW WHEN ENDORSEMENTS WERE MADE.
The District Attorney, Joseph Fietas spoke at the March luncheon of the Harry & Truman Club, and was quite well received by all.
The Club then endorsed candidates, after Mendelson, Milk and Agnos. After the end of this, the Harry & Truman, Club endorsed for Assembly 16th District, Harvey Gantt, Allen Kaufman
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DO WE NEED AN OPEN GAY IN THE STATE ASSEMBLY?

(Rodney Williams, Director of Community Relations, S.F.P.D.)

Rodney Williams, Director of Community Relations, S.F.P.D., posted a letter to the San Francisco Police Department.

The letter begins by stating that the S.F.P.D. has received several complaints from members of the gay community who feel that they are not being treated fairly by the department.

The letter goes on to state that the S.F.P.D. has a policy of providing equal protection to all citizens, regardless of their sexual orientation.

The letter also states that the S.F.P.D. has taken steps to ensure that all citizens, including members of the gay community, are treated fairly and with respect.

The letter concludes by stating that the S.F.P.D. is committed to providing equal protection to all citizens, regardless of their sexual orientation.
Famed San Francisco photographer, Eddie Van went to Mardi Gras this year and came back with some fine photo-art. The GAY CRUSADER, in these two pages, tried to get across some of the wild fun that is Mardi Gras each year.

New Orleans comes alive, and becomes the most liberal City in all of the United States...at Mardi Gras time. Witness some of the nude shots, and in particular, the young man on the lamp post in the French Quarter.

San Franciscans filled New Orleans, witness the photo of reporter George Mendenhall, Melanie, and artist Mark Mulvian. The picture of Mark with the Cathedral in the background is super.
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Gay Crusader

The gay community... as a collective consciousness... is asserting itself to a new DEDICATION. Gay people who are consciously working for Gay Liberation must dedicate themselves to the reality of Conscience. The word "conscience" is directly related to the word "consciousness"... and both have the same Latin root, "scio", i.e., to know or to understand.

What would a liberated Gay Conscience be like? We would not only stand against brutality, oppression, prejudice, and self-hatred, but the gay crusader and leaders constantly indulge in and also encourage in their ceaseless jumbling of Fantasy and Reality! EXAMINER columnist Sydney Harris has said, "I proofread, I publish... and as a species, we are halfway--not as a joke or a metaphor, but crackly and literally true. We are composed of clashing opposites, we desire contradictory things at the same time, and we value what is bad for us as ardently as we value what is good... send us a human enemy else for what is wrong with us?"

Writing in the New York Times, Philip B. Connerstine states that this bill will "destroy the constitutional safeguards safeguarding against ilegal entrapment, which was introduced on March 27, 1973, by Senator Robert F. Kennedy. This is the "gay old" bill in both the House and Senate. It has now passed the Senate. It is in the House as an amendment to the so-called "Civil Rights Bill," which has been introduced by Rep. John Conyers (D-Mich.)

Of this bill, which allegedly "*"

We are coming to America, it would be a great tragedy if American people would be as vulnerable to a vicious repression, as those in other countries are. The bill is in the Senate, which should pass it quickly. The Senate should act on it in order to keep the House from introducing it to the same bill.

SENATE BILL 1 Lives!

A semi-secret Nixon administration is preparing to introduce a repressive bill into the House of Representatives. The bill was introduced on March 14, 1973, by Rep. John Conyers (D-Mich.)

The bill, which is to be introduced into the House, is the so-called "Gay Bill," which has been introduced to the House. The bill is in the Senate, which should pass it quickly. The Senate should act on it in order to keep the House from introducing it to the same bill.

""Gay" is a word that has been used to identify a group of people who are seen as different from the mainstream. However, the term has been used in a negative way to describe people who are gay.

The bill is in the House and it is now being discussed in the House. The House has passed the bill, which has been introduced into the House. The Senate should act on it in order to keep the House from introducing it to the same bill.

""Gay" is a word that has been used to identify a group of people who are seen as different from the mainstream. However, the term has been used in a negative way to describe people who are gay.

The bill is in the House and it is now being discussed in the House. The House has passed the bill, which has been introduced into the House. The Senate should act on it in order to keep the House from introducing it to the same bill.

""Gay" is a word that has been used to identify a group of people who are seen as different from the mainstream. However, the term has been used in a negative way to describe people who are gay.

The bill is in the House and it is now being discussed in the House. The House has passed the bill, which has been introduced into the House. The Senate should act on it in order to keep the House from introducing it to the same bill.
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The bill is in the House and it is now being discussed in the House. The House has passed the bill, which has been introduced into the House. The Senate should act on it in order to keep the House from introducing it to the same bill.

""Gay" is a word that has been used to identify a group of people who are seen as different from the mainstream. However, the term has been used in a negative way to describe people who are gay.
DIES OF "OVERDOSE ON DESIRE"

"OVERWRITTEN...THE FRAUGHTEST...WHITE CELLS TO CHEW A LITTLE

.....DIRECTED ATROCIOUSLY.

The above are some of the kind of production, "Rusty", which has hopefully closed by the time you read this.

Douglas Dean (alias Douglas Goodman) appears to picture himself as an "Orson Welles" type of actor, but star in a production of his own...Dean Goodman's "specials", a play called, "The Happy Hustler", has been the target of much comment, all unfavorable, concerning the acting of its two principal characters. Rusty (aka: Camille), and somehow he just doesn't come off as a very human being. Rusty Auds his ability to write, and direct is often a serious point of question. Jack Wrangler, pictured above from another of Dean Goodman's "specials", a play called, "I'll Punish You. The Stairwell, and Dies, falling down the Steps," was due to the high school-like script that he wrote, and directed. It is said that Wrangler definitely does have some fine acting ability. His flair for comedy comes across in "Rusty" and it is hoped that he will find the proper vehicle soon.

As far as Michael 8V Kearsy, the Happy Hustler, has been the target of much comment, all unfavorable, concerning the play, wherever they go. Shame too!

Wrangler definitely does have some fine acting ability. His flair for comedy comes across in "Rusty" and he has found the proper vehicle soon. As far as Michael 8V Kearsy, the Happy Hustler, has been the target of much comment, all unfavorable, concerning the play, wherever they go...
From Innocence to S&M

for the Consenting Adult!

Le Salon
1118 Polk Street
San Francisco
open seven days a week
8 a.m. to 2 a.m.
FEATURING GAY ACTION FILMS, BOOKS, & NOVELTIES

TAKE HIM FOR A RIDE!

Star Trick
PLUS! The Back Row
A HAND IN HAND FILMS PRESENTATION
X-RATED • COLOR • ALL MALE CAST

the nob hill
This X-Rated Section was created at the request of our readers so, that women, and others who object to the sight of the nude male body, could simply pull the X-Rated Section out. It also presents a better paper to send to our legislators, etc.

By pulling the X-Rated Section out, you can keep it near your phone, or other places, for "those moments!"

Happy reading and keep on loving!
A NEGATIVE VIEW ON "QUEENS" AND GAY POLITICS.

Many times I wonder why there are more people involved in the liberation of people in general. But, when I stand back and observe the leadership...it becomes clear why we are not making true progress. Too many of our "followers" are irresponsibles. They cannot work together and make things happen fast enough, nor can they surround themselves with true followers. Although, at times they progress collectively, they fight amongst themselves and move in scattered political directions. Most of them are after something other than simple liberation. Many want to see their names written in history, and even they gain their individual goals of gaining prestige and power, for the mere possession of power.

We work best with the people we can best relate to. It is hard for me, with this understanding, to see how they can be the most efficient. Reasurcocratic red tape should be our only major problem, however, it seems to me to be divisive and corruption from within. Poor leadership with uncompromising objectives and strength of the masses who are led by the poor leaders, create irresponsible followers. We can assist to replace these negative aspects of the liberation movement, is that we have fewer leaders, larger organizations, greater cooperation, and more compromising, until our differences can be better understood and managed.

by Dean Glassbrook

ADVENTURE STUDIO
864-4711

The article at the left here, taken from Data-Roy, a Los Angeles based homocapitalist publication, is a perfect example of just how "sad" the PQ's can be.

GAY "BAR-QUEENS" Sad?

I hope our future, can be better than what is projected. Although I have seen followers and cooperation, I have not seen enough and I am sure I do not stand alone in seeing the failure. We do not compromise, and we further separate our forces. I hope our future can be better than what is projected. Although I have seen followers and cooperation, I have not seen enough and I am sure I do not stand alone in seeing the failure. We do not compromise, and we further separate our forces.

by Dean Glassbrook

...a personal view...
Looking for real men? Hard, strong muscles! Hairy and "big"! Very handsome! Will travel, call us! Steve or Eric at (415) 665-5248.

Rugged Colt type! 5'10"...150 lbs. Tan athletic, and verrry good looking college student. Expert at _________. Give me a call! Tim at (415) 431-0564.

Ride wanted...to New York City about April 20th. Want to share ride with a gay person(s), will share expenses and driving! Call Franklin, after 6 P.M. at 531-5418.

Ken Rice...where are you? Eddie Van does what? Tsk!

Hooked on drugs? Call HELPLINE! (415) 771-3366. We'll help you kick the "habit"!

Ad salesperson wanted! Call the Crusader anytime of the day or evening! (415) 771-3366.

Big and strong! Solid build, and big! Call one or both of us! Eric or Steve at (415) 665-5248.

Golden Gate escorts, found at Adventure! (415) 864-4711. Mr. "B"'s Frisco disco opens soon at 60 Sixth Street, just off Market Street, near the BART Station and Sir!